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ABSTRACT

While multinational firms from developed countries have used researchers from

emerging areas to assist in the adaption of an existing product, few multinational

firms have carried out innovative R&D, or R&D for the creation of a new product, in

these areas. Using the threat of imitation and wage differences of researchers across

regions, this study proposes a partial equilibrium model to explain the lack of inno-

vative R&D in developing countries. I build a North-South model examining a single

firm’s choice of research locations. The model predicts that weak IPR-protection in

developing countries does not necessarily explain the lack of Southern research. In

some situations, reduced IPR-protection can even increase Southern research. Harsh

competition resulting from information leaks coupled with weak IPR-protection can

explain much of the lack of innovative research investment in the developing world.

My model also predicts that firms with low research needs, or firms in low-tech in-

dustries, locate their R&D in the North. Firms with medium research needs locate in

both countries while the firms with the largest research needs, or firms in high-tech

industries, locate research in just the South.
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1. Introduction

Innovative research and development, or R&D for the creation of a new product, has

largely been kept in the developed world. In 2016, 16% of R&D carried out by majority

owned foreign affiliates of US multinational firms was in developing countries (US

BEA, 2018). While two of the largest attractions for R&D offshoring in the developing

world, India and China, largely remain sites for adaptive research, or research for the

purpose of adapting an existing product for sale in the host country, a few firms in

the forefront of technology in their respective industries have started locating more

advanced types of research in these regions (Lundin and Seger, 2007). For example,

survey evidence from Sun, Du, and Huang (2006) shows a majority of foreign R&D

labs in Shanghai engage in adaptive research and development; however, GE is among

the few multinational firms in the city conducting innovative R&D. Despite the low

cost of capable labor in developing countries, firm have been hesitant to outsource

innovative R&D to these regions, where intellectual property rights (IPR) protection

is weak.

Using labor costs, IPR-protection, and the threat of imitation from a competing

firm, I explain the limited amount of multinational firm innovative R&D investment

in the developing world. Using a North-South model, I examine a single firm, the

Northern firm, and the firm’s decision to locate innovative R&D in either the North

or the South in the context of a number of different competitive environments. The

Northern firm has a fixed number of research tasks that must be completed in order

to develop a new, unique product. Researchers in the South are exactly as capable as

researchers in the North; however, Southern researchers earn a significantly lower wage.

I use a partial equilibrium model in which the Northern firm first chooses research

locations to carry out its fixed amount of necessary research. A competing firm, the

Southern firm, has the chance to absorb some Southern researchers in order to emulate

the Northern firm’s product. After the fixed cost of entry has been paid, the Northern

firm chooses production decisions and either acts as a monopolist or competes against

the Southern firm.

In explaining the small amount of offshoring of innovative research to the developing
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world, this model distinguishes itself from past literature concerning IPR-protection

through its treatment of innovative R&D as a fixed cost of entry. Similar to Melitz

(2003), I model R&D as a necessary fixed cost of entry; however, the way in which

the firm pays the fixed cost has real ramifications on production profits. Following

Lai, Riezman, and Wang (2009), I include the notion of information leakages when

outsourcing R&D. I use a probabilistic view of information leakage related to the

intensity of the research done in the South. My model uses the notion of Southern

researchers starting their own or defecting to a competing firm as the channel of

imitation. Researchers hired in the South, unlike their Northern counterparts, can leave

to either start their own firm or join a competing firm. Furthermore, the probability

of Southern researchers leaving as a team increases as the Northern firm hires more

Southern labor. The probability of the Southern firm successfully copying the product

and entering the market is modeled as a Tullock contest. In a Tullock contest, each

player puts forth a certain amount of effort in order to attempt to win the contest. I

introduce a proxy for player effort: the number of researchers employed by the Northern

firm in each country.

My primary findings are as followed. First, a firm’s research needs determine its

location decisions. Firms in low-tech industries, or firms that require less total R&D,

locate in the North while firms in high-tech industries, or firms with large research

needs, locate entirely in the South. Intuitively, the firms with a large need for research

and development have a large fixed cost in order to enter the market. These firms are

more willing to risk their product being imitated in order to reduce the fixed cost of

entry by hiring lower wage researchers. Firm’s with intermediate research needs locate

in both countries. A main result of the model is the ambiguous effect of IPR-protection

on R&D location decisions. Low-tech firms that require little research respond to a

weakening of Southern IPR-protection by locating less research in the South. The

increase in the probability of imitation caused by the IPR-protection reform induces

the Northern firm to avoid the risk of imitation by locating more research in the

North. On the other hand, high-tech firms respond to a weakening of IPR-protection

by shifting more research to the South. A firm with high research needs, or a large

fixed cost of entry, reacts to the decrease in expected revenue by further decreasing
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expected revenue in favor of decreasing the fixed cost of entry. This reduction of fixed

cost minimizes the loss in expected profit. The next finding relates possible operating

profit and research locations. A large difference between monopoly and duopoly profit

induces the Northern firm to locate more research tasks in the North. Imitation leads

to a decrease in operating profit due to increased competition. When the decrease is

large, the Northern firm finds it more profitable to protect their patent than to cut

costs in the R&D phase. Finally, holding the penalty of imitation constant, a large

wage gap between the North and South encourages Southern research; however, the

large wage gap might also imply a large penalty of imitation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes related literature. Section

3 presents the assumptions, functional forms of the model, and the partial equilibrium

solutions. Section 4 presents the results of the model. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Literature

My model contributes to North-South theoretical literature by introducing a new

mechanism for imitation: employee mobility. Researchers in the South can use infor-

mation obtained while working on an innovation and produce their own version of the

product to compete with the parent firm. Gambardella, Ganco, and Honore (2012)

find a positive relationship between employee entrepreneurship and the value (as as-

sessed by the firm and/or the employee) of an invention. More valuable patents will

then be researched more so in the North to avoid employee mobility. A number of

studies have also found evidence of information leakages through employee mobility.2

Some innovation literature has used employee mobility to explain R&D trends. For

example, a model developed by Colombo et al. (2017) also uses the probability of

imitation through employee entrepreneurship. In their model, former employees can

appropriate a stock of knowledge and leave the incumbent firm to start their own

firm. Incumbent firms then invest less in R&D if it is easy for employees to start a

2Ganco (2013), using a researcher’s prior work at the firm as a proxy for the knowledge internalized within
the researcher, finds evidence suggesting researchers with a higher degree of internalized knowledge are more

likely to begin their own firm. Knowledge complexity also seems to be positively associated with an entire team

of researchers starting their own firm rather than individual entrepreneurship. Yang and Jiang (2007) provide
a literature review of employee mobility in R&D outsourcing for emerging countries.
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new company. The risk of exposing new product designs to future competition can

be offset by the cost advantage of using Southern labor. My model uses low wages

to explain the allure of R&D location in developing countries as consistent with the

findings of Lewin, Massini, and Peters (2009), Moncada-Paterno-Castello et al. (2011),

and Demirbag and Glaister (2010).

International trade literature typically assumes all innovative R&D is carried out

in the North despite the growing trend of research being outsourced to the South.

Ekholm and Hakkala (2007) explored endogenous R&D locations; however, their anal-

ysis examined the knowledge profile of a country and not IPR-protection. In their

model, the capability of researchers in a country grows as more firms begin research-

ing in that country. Based on the parameter values of the model (i.e. the degree of

knowledge spillover), R&D locations may be concentrated in one country or spread

out across both countries.3 The analysis in this paper assumes that multinational firms

are able to split R&D between countries. This assumption has empirical support. Zhao

(2006) finds evidence of research tasks being split between developing and developed

countries. The splitting of R&D also represents a way of protecting an innovation in

the absence of strong IPR enforcing institutions. Zhao’s analysis suggests that firms

can work around weak IPR-protection through internal organization. In other words,

the value of an information leak from a research lab in a host country is lessened

by the technology’s strong reliance on other technology or knowledge that a firm has

gathered.

While this study focuses on the outsourcing of research tasks, it relates to outsourc-

ing literature as a whole. Antras and Helpman (2004) use a North-South model with

endogenous input locations and outsourcing decisions. The authors find that indus-

tries that are input-intensive have firms only engaging in outsourcing in both countries

while industries that are more based around Northern headquarter services have input

production from both outsourcing and vertical integration in both countries. While

Antras and Helpman find productivity of the parent firm drives the decision to out-

3Offshoring of innovative research in the 90’s was largely driven by the desire to reduce costs and the need to

increase the speed to markets; following this period, access to quality researchers becomes the driving factor
(Lewin, Massini, and Peters, 2009). The knowledge profile is less of a motivator as capable researchers can now

be found in a number of emerging economies. For example, China’s first year doctoral students have increased

by a factor of six during that same time period (Lewin, Massini, and Peters, 2009).
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source in the South, my model introduces the notion of required research, or technology

type, as a factor involved in outsourcing choices. Grossman and Helpman (2002) also

use a model with endogenous organization; however, firms must search for other firms

who are willing to produce an intermediate input.

Finally, my paper also contributes to R&D contest literature. R&D games with

spillovers and endogenous payoffs have been explored in the past (d’Aspremont and

Jacquemin, 1988; Chowdhury and Sheremeta, 2010). For example, Kamien, Muller,

and Zang (1992) use a theoretical model with a firm’s spending on R&D spilling over

into that firm’s competitor. So, a firm’s R&D exploration may in fact make a tougher

competitor for itself. Using an asymmetric Tullock lottery, my model builds in this

externality by connecting the creation of a competing firm with the decision to employ

researchers in the South; however, extra effort put forth by the Northern firm in the

contest to prevent imitation will directly decrease the effort of the competing firm in

attempting to copy the product. This aspect of the model differs from the standard

use of Tullock contests in R&D games.4

Previous empirical papers have found results that support the predictions of this

model. My model finds that a Northern firm with larger R&D, like those in the high-

tech sector, splits R&D between countries. Ito and Wakasugi (2007) find that parent

firms with high R&D spending have a tendency to decentralize their research tasks and

thus do more research overseas. Other studies have shown that large research needs can

result in more tasks being assigned to researchers in developing regions. Demirbag and

Glaister (2010) find that as firms’ research needs increase they start offshoring more

to emerging regions. Using a unique measure of intra-industry offshoring constructed

from measures of imports, home consumption, and input value, Canals and Sener

(2014) also find firms in the low-tech industries have less offshoring when compared

to their high-tech counterparts. This result is consistent with the present model’s

4Skaperdas (1994) uses an axiomatic approach to provide support for using the CSF proposed by Tullock in a

number of rent seeking contests. Tulluck contests have been applied to R&D races in the past (Baye and Hoppe,

2003). Leininger (1993) examines the asymmetric Tullock lottery function similar to the one used in this paper.
Leininger includes a scaling parameter on the effort of one player in order to reflect differential advantages. Baik

(1994) and Fonseca (2009) explore the properties of asymmetric Tullock lotteries; however, few authors have

looked at Tullock lotteries where a single player chooses both players’ effort levels. Jia, Skaperdas, and Viadya
(2013) outline many difficulties in empirically examining a contest. Specifically, effort tends to be unobservable.

Seeing as the actual researchers working on the project largely drive successful innovation, I model effort as

the number of researchers in each region.
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prediction that firms with small research needs do not offshore their research to the

South. Hedge and Hicks (2007) also show high-tech industries engaging in the bulk of

R&D outsourcing.

Moncada-Paterno-Castello et al. (2011), Demirbag and Glaister (2010), and Ito and

Wakasugi (2007) present evidence of strong IPR-protection driving investment deci-

sions for innovative R&D in a host country. Canals and Sener (2014) looks at firms in

high-tech industries that require large amounts of initial research in order to create new

products. Consistent with my model’s prediction of only the firms with larger research

needs even being influenced by IPR-protection changes, the authors find evidence of

these firms expanding their offshoring activities after periods of IPR reform while

low-tech sectors seemed unaffected by the strengthening of IPR-protection. Previous

theoretical literature has found conflicting effects of strong IPR-protection in develop-

ing countries. Tighter IPR-protection could lead to increases in innovation (Gustaffson

and Segerstrom, 2011; Branstetter et al, 2007; Dinopoulos and Segerstrom, 2010; Glass

and Wu, 2007) or decreases in the innovation rate (Dinopoulos and Segerstrom, 2007;

Helpman, 1993).

3. The Model

3.1. Set Up

Consider a world with two regions, North and South. Assume that Northern workers

enjoy a higher wage than Southern workers. I focus on the research location decision

of a single multinational firm (hereby referred to as the Northern firm). This model is

not concerned with this economy at large, only a select firm and its competitor. The

timing of this model is as follows. In the first stage, the Northern firm discovers it’s ex-

ogenously determined level of total research needed to make a new product (R). Then,

the firm chooses the number of Northern researchers (RN ), which also sets the number

of Southern researchers used (RS = R−RN ). In the second stage, nature determines

the entry of a competing firm (referred to as the Southern firm). The Southern firm

enters the market successfully with probability φ(RN ). The Northern firm observes

this entry, and the two firms compete in the product market. The Northern firm earns
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an operating profit of π where π is determined by the market structure. When the

Southern firm fails to enter the market, the Northern firm acts as a global monopoly

and earns π from selling its product. There are no fixed costs of production, only a

fixed cost of entry.

The fixed cost of entry is endogenous and depends on the Northern firms researcher

allocation. Expected profits can be expressed as:

E(π) = (1− φ)π + φπ − fe (1)

In order to be able to produce the product, the firm must first invest in innovative

research and development. Research is composed of a variety of tasks, each requiring

one unit of labor from either the North or the South. One unit of Northern labor,

or one Northern researcher, costs wN , and one unit of Southern labor costs wS . So,

before the firm is able to enter the final goods market, it must first invest in R&D and

combine the discoveries to create a new product to sell. Therefore, the entire cost of

R&D and the creation of the new product can be seen as a fixed cost of entry for the

firm.5

fe = wNRN + wSRS

While the Northern firm can cut costs by using Southern labor for research, a

Southern competitor imitates the product with a probability φ. The probability of

imitation from an information leak is positively related to the amount of R&D done in

the South.6 Employee mobility acts as the channel of imitation. A Southern worker can

leave to work at the Southern firm after assimilating knowledge used in the creation

of the new product; however, institutional barriers, the lack of other R&D knowledge,

5Linking R&D costs to the fixed cost of entry has been long established by previous international trade
literature. For example, Melitz (2003) uses a model with a fixed cost a firm must pay in order to export. This
fixed cost of exporting is explained as the cost of adaptive research in order to prepare the product to be sold

in new markets.
6The probability of imitation is based around the large amount of fixed costs that the Southern firm must

pay if it is not able to copy the product through mobile Southern researchers. I assume that the Southern

firm will face sufficiently large costs to further research the product if the firm loses the imitation lottery. This

additional fixed cost of entry is high enough to keep the firm out of the market. Also, I assume that successful
imitation requires very little extra cost in order to enter the market. Thus, successful imitation leads to the

entry of the Southern firm.
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and labor movement barriers prevent this worker from fully threatening the Northern

firm’s claim on the patent. I define the probabilities as:

φ =θ

(
ζRS

RN + ζRS

)
0 < ζ, θ < 1 (2)

1− φ =
RN + ζRS(1− θ)

RN + ζRS
(3)

The exogenous parameters ζ and θ measure barriers to imitation in the South.

These barriers to imitation can be IPR-protection barriers such as institutional en-

forcement mechanisms, duration of patent protection, involvement in international

IPR-agreements, and the absence of patent restrictions such as working requirements.

This interpretation of the barrier parameters is especially relevant for innovations

that are protected by patents instead of trade secrets.7 Despite the ineffectiveness of

patents, Northern firms still partially rely on the IPR-protection to protect an inno-

vation.8 The barrier parameters also represent difficulties in copying the innovation

due to the lack of necessary information. Southern researchers may not have access to

fundamental components of the invention while researching it. With employee mobility

as the channel of imitation, these barrier parameters can also be viewed as constraints

on labor movement such as labor contracts and noncompete clauses. Therefore, having

strong legal institutions that can enforce patent protection and labor contracts deters

imitation. Furthermore, the availability of lawyers in the country to pursue infringe-

ment cases deters imitation. The burden of litigation deters workers from attempting

to break formal labor contracts.

The parameter θ scales the imitation probability to reflect the difficulties in imi-

tating a product despite having access to the research gone into making the product.

Thus, θ represents the ability level of Southern researchers as independent researchers

7As outlined in Keupp et al. (2009), there are multiple other methods to protecting against imitation: in-
creasing the complexity of the product, using trade secrets, fostering loyalty among employees, building strong
relationship with regulatory government bodies, and advertising to increase consumer preference over a lesser

quality imitation. Firms experiment with trial and error to determine the best strategy for their specific situa-
tion. There is little empirical research on how successful these techniques are for preventing imitation. Given the

empirical literature indicating IPR-protection as a major driver of location decisions, these alternate methods

of protecting innovations seem to be not as important as traditional legal methods.
8Multinational firms have been shown to apply for patents in areas with weak IPR-protection institutions.

Using survey evidence from multinational firms from developed countries with foreign affiliates in China, Keupp

et al. (2012) find that seeking patents in weak IPR-environments is often done as a way of signaling advanced
technology to the market. Firms may also patent with the expectation that IPR-protection will soon strengthen.
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to recreate the innovation. For example, the Southern firm may have difficulty gather-

ing enough capital to create their imitation (Colombo et al., 2017). So, if all research

is done by Southern workers, and thus the Southern researchers and Southern firm

have knowledge on all new components of the innovation, the probability of imitation

will be θ. At θ = 0, copying the product is impossible and the Southern firm cannot

enter the market. For example, the internal knowledge that the Northern firm keeps

in their headquarters may be fundamental to the creation of the product. Despite the

Southern firm having access to all the knowledge created in the South, it will not be

able to combine the knowledge into an actual product.

When θ = 1, a Tullock lottery between the Northern and Southern firms solely

determines whether imitation occurs. The number of Northern researchers (RN ) can

be seen as the effort extended by the Northern firm to protect its patent. Likewise, the

number of Southern researchers (RS) is the effort extended by the Southern firm to

successfully copy the new product.9 Although the probability function in this model

draws from Tullock’s proposed success function, the Northern firm sets both effort

levels. To simplify the model, I set θ = 1, which sets the research ability of the Southern

researchers at the highest value. When θ < 1, model’s results remain unchanged.10

The parameter ζ becomes the sole measure of barriers to imitation in the South. I

interpret ζ as the barriers to imitation related to IPR-protection that are exogenous

to the Northern firm. Specifically, ζ represents the institutional barriers associated

with protecting a patent. So, the Southern firm’s effort, RS , to copy the product

is not weighted as much as the Northern firm’s efforts, RN , to protect its product

from imitation. At ζ = 1, the efforts of the two firms are weighted equally. A ζ near

zero indicates strong Southern IPR-protection, while a ζ near 1 indicates weak IPR-

protection. If all research is done in the South, imitation followed by competition occurs

with absolute certainty regardless of the strength of the South’s IPR-protection laws.

As ζ increases, the probability of imitation increases. The total amount of research

carried out is fixed by some production function for the creation of new products. I

9Although there has been some evidence to suggest that employee mobility and entrepreneurship is tied to in-
dividual performance (Carnahan, Agarwal & Campbell, 2012), I treat each Southern researcher as homogenous
in their threat of leaving to bring their knowledge to a competing firm.
10In general, θ adds a certain amount of realism to the model in providing an additional barrier to imitation

when all research is carried out in the South. Allowing Southern researchers to be less effective does not change
the comparative static results of this model. I explore the case where 0 < θ < 1 in Appendix C.1.
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assume there exists some type of production function that determines the amount of

research needed to create a new product for the Northern firm. For example, consider

the following Cobb-Douglas knowledge production function:

Y = b1R
1−α1 (4)

where Y is the number of products discovered and b1 and α1 are parameters deter-

mined by the industry of the Northern firm. To produce one new product, or Y = 1,

the Northern firm needs to employ some number of total researchers such that the

production function can be satisfied. Innovation is often risky. Even after the required

amount of researchers is met, the firm still may not be successful in creating a new

product for sale on the market. For the purposes of this paper, I assume that the

firm’s probability of creating a successful innovation is 100 percent after employing

the necessary amount of researchers; however, introducing a nonzero probability of

failure does not change the results of the model.11 I solve for the total research level

that will allow for the creation of a new product:

R = (
1

b1
)

1

1−α1 (5)

The following analysis uses R as a fixed parameter. Given this fixed total research

level, the Northern firm chooses the number of researchers in both regions by merely

setting the value in one region. Based on new trends of growing pools of capable

workers in emerging regions, researchers in both regions are assumed to be equally

capable (Moncada-Paterno-Castello, Vivarelli, and Voigt, 2011).12 Allowing Southern

workers to be less productive than Northern workers does not change the results of this

model.13 RS can be expressed in terms of the fixed total research value and Northern

11I prove this claim in Appendix C.2
12Offshoring R&D is often used as a method of accessing specialized knowledge that differs from the knowledge

accumulated in the home country. Following the findings of Demirbag and Glaister (2010), I assume that the
knowledge profile of the country does not affect the offshoring decision for firms locating in developing regions.
Thus, employing Southern researchers only decreases labor costs and does not introduce any productivity gains.
13This is proven in Appendix C.3.
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research:

RS = R−RN (6)

Given equation (6) and the probability of imitation, expected profits can be defined:

E(π) =
RN

RN + ζRS
π − ζRS

RN + ζRS
π − wNRN − wSRS

=

(
RN

RN (1− ζ) + ζR

)
[π − π] + π − wNRN − wS ∗ (R−RN ) (7)

The actual values of π and π depend on the market structure and the nature of

competition between the Northern firm and the Southern firm. Since the Northern

firm observes the Southern firm’s entrance before making production decisions, the

production decisions do not depend on the R&D choices. I solve for RN in terms of

generic π and π values.

3.2. Equilibrium

The Northern firm solves the following maximization problem:

max
RN

E(π)

The firm does not hire more researchers than is necessary to complete the innovation.

Likewise, the firm cannot hire a negative amount of researchers. So, RN is bounded

by 0 and R. In order to guarantee concavity of the expected profit function, several

assumptions are needed. First, monopoly profit, π, is greater than duopoly profit, π,

as is standard in economic literature. Second, wN > wS . The wage paid to Northern

workers is greater than the wage paid to similar workers in the South. Finally, I assume

0 < ζ < 1. Due to the many challenges of imitation, the effort by Southern researchers

to emulate the innovation is inherently less effective than the Northern firm’s effort
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to keep the innovation. Given these assumptions hold, a first order condition yields a

maximum value of Northern research. For the remainder of the discussion, I assume

that these assumptions do in fact hold.

Proposition 1. The profit function (7) is concave for RN ∈ {0, R}.

Proof. See Appendix B.1.

Proposition 1 implies that first order conditions yields a value of RN that maximizes

profit function (7) if this value exists between 0 and R. If in fact the FOC does not

yield a value within these bounds, then optimal Northern research amount is located

at one of these bounds depending on whether the profit function strictly increases or

decreases with RN between the range of interest, 0 and R. The type of solution, interior

or corner, can be determined by looking at the relationship between total research, the

penalty of imitation, IPR-protection, and the wage gap.14 In order to better discuss

the comparative statics of this model, I focus on the three possible assumptions on

parameter values:15

Case 1: The Northern firm locates all research in the North

Case 2: The Northern firm locates research in both the North and the South

Case 3: The Northern firm locates all research in the South

The assumptions on parameter values that underlie each case can best be seen by

the three cases that result from maximizing profit function (7). Taking the FOC and

rearranging yields the optimal Northern research level:16

RN
∗

= (
1

1− ζ
)

(
[π − π]ζR

wN − wS

) 1

2

− (
ζ

1− ζ
)R

14These parameter relationships are explored in Result 1.
15Some innovations are not able to be split across multiple countries. A complex innovation may require that all

research tasks are pursued together. Firms then locate all innovative activities within one location. However,
complex innovations can have modulars of tasks that can be pursued individually and then reassembled to

create the larger innovation (Simon, 1962).
16FOCs actually yield two solutions for RN ; however, the unreported value of Northern researchers is a negative

value and exists on the portion of the profit function that is convex. This unreported solution is thus a minimum.
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Taking the value for RN
∗

along with equation (6) and the bounds on the Northern

research levels yields a unique solution for the optimal Northern and Southern research

levels:

RN =


R if R < RN

∗

( 1
1−ζ )

(
[π−π]ζR
wN−wS

) 1

2 − ( ζ
1−ζ )R if 0 < RN

∗
< R

0 if RN
∗
< 0

(8)

RS =


0 if R < RN

∗

( 1
1−ζ )R− ( 1

1−ζ )
(

[π−π]ζR
wN−wS

) 1

2

if 0 < RN
∗
< R

R if RN
∗
< 0

(9)

Equations (8) and (9) show the optimal Northern and Southern research levels for

Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3, respectively.17 The optimal level of Northern researchers

employed depends on the wage gap, the penalty of imitation, IPR-protection, and

the total amount of research needed to innovate. The equations for Southern and

Northern researchers shows some intuitive results. As the wage gap increases, the

cost advantage to offshoring grows. So, as the distance between the Northern wage,

wN , and the Southern wage, wS , increases, the Northern firm begins to offshore more

innovation. Likewise, the amount of Northern researchers increases with the penalty of

imitation. If imitation occurring harms the Northern firm greatly, the Northern firm

becomes less willing to offshore.

IPR-protection and the R have a more role in equations (8) and (9). Strong IPR-

protection both incentives the Northern to use the now less risky Southern researchers

and decreases the chances the Northern firm faces imitation. Since expected profit is

decreasing, the Northern may be incentivized to use more Northern labor to further

increase the chances of acting as monopoly. This relationship is explored more in Result

17The assumptions on parameter values for Case 1 can be seen by plugging in RN∗
< 0. Likewise, the

assumptions for Case 2 are found using 0 < RN∗
< R. Finally, Case 3 assumptions are found using R < RN∗

.

The specific assumptions are presented in Result 1.
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3 of this paper. To understand the relationship between R and the optimal Northern

researcher quantity, consider the ratio of research kept in the North:

RN

R
=


1 if R < RN

∗

( 1
1−ζ )

(
[π−π]ζ

R(wN−wS)

) 1

2 − ( ζ
1−ζ ) if 0 < RN

∗
< R

0 if RN
∗
< 0

(10)

The Northern firm steadily decreases the ratio of research it keeps in the North

as the amount of research required to create a new product increases. Large research

needs equate to a large fixed cost of entry. The Northern firm then offshores innovation

to decrease this large cost.

Setting the optimal research levels also sets the probability of imitation in equilib-

rium:

φ =


0 if R < RN

∗

( 1
1−ζ )

(
ζR(wN−wS)

[π−π]

) 1

2 − ( ζ
1−ζ ) if 0 < RN

∗
< R

1 if RN
∗
< 0

(11)

Imitation occurs with 100% certainty if the Northern firm locates all research in the

South. This assumes that θ = 1, or Southern researchers have the maximum ability to

copy the product. In reality, θ would be set less than 1. This ensures that imitation is

not guaranteed even if the Northern only uses Southern labor.18 When the Northern

firm uses only Southern labor, the model predicts imitation will not occur.19.

Equation (11) shows the effect the optimal level of Northern researchers has on the

probability of imitation. As expected, the probability of imitation weakly decreases as

the penalty of imitation increases. The Northern firm attempts to prevent employees

18This case is shown in Appendix C.1.
19Imitation can occur without any offshoring of innovation. For example, Connolly (2003) shows that exporting

products to a country can cause product imitation from firms in that country. This model deals with products

that are sufficiently difficult to imitate. That is, the cost of imitation is so great that the Southern firm will
not find it profitable to reverse engineer the product without some inside information regarding the innovation

process. Multinational firms ensure high imitation costs of their products through ‘masquing’ (Taylor, 1993)
or protecting complementary resources (Zhao, 2006). Smith (1999) shows that US firms are not deterred from

exporting their product to a country if the firms do not consider the country to pose a strong threat of imitation.
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from leaving the firm and imitating valuable innovations by locating more research in

the North and thus lowering the probability of imitation. Similar intuition explains the

interaction between φ and the wage gap. Large wage gaps increase the probability of

imitation. As seen in equation (9), the Northern firm uses more Southern researchers

when the wage gap is large. Again, the IPR parameter has an ambiguous effect. The

probability of imitation also weakly increases as total research, R, increases. From

equation (10), the share of research kept in the North decreases as R increases, which

increases the opportunity for Southern workers to emulate the product.

Figure 1 shows the ratio of Northern research to total research and the ratio of

Southern research to total research as functions of R. The share of Northern research

exceeds the share of Southern research for small values of R.

[INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE]

When the Northern firm has a small level of needed research, the firm locates en-

tirely in the North. As shown in equation (9), the Northern firm shifts more resources

to the South as R increases. After a certain point, the Northern firm only uses South-

ern research. The only way in which entry would be feasible is if the Northern firm

conducted the research in the South. The firm attempts to lower its fixed cost by

locating more research in the South, where labor is cheap. Figure 1 shows the interval

of total research in which the firm will locate in both countries (Case 2). Formally,

that interval is:

ζ[π − π]

(wN − wS)
< R <

[π − π]

ζ(wN − wS)
(12)

When R falls in the interval expressed in condition (12), the Northern firm locates

research in both the North and the South. Notice that for 0 < ζ < 1, the left hand side

of condition (12) is less than the right hand side. Whether this condition holds depends

on the relationship between the demand specific parameters, production decisions,

degree of competition, wage differential, Southern IPR-protection, and the level of
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total research. Strengthening Southern IPR-protection (lower ζ) leads to a decrease in

the left hand side and an increase in the right hand side. So, a strong IPR-protection

environment in the South facilitates the Northern firm’s offshoring of innovation to the

South. In contrast, the penalty of imitation interacts with the left and right hand side

in the same way. An increase in the penalty of imitation shifts the interval expressed

in condition (12) to the right; therefore, the Northern firm may be induced away from

Southern research as the penalty of imitation increases dramatically. The difference

in wages in the North and the South has a complicated effect. As with the penalty

of imitation, the wage differential acts directly on the left and right hand side in the

same direction; however, wages also have an indirect effect. Since production of the

product also uses labor, the profit collected in the production phase depends on the

wages as well.

4. Results

4.1. R’s Effect on R&D Locations

Research location decisions are a factor of R, the total amount of research necessary to

make the new innovation. As seen in Figure 1, firms with the smallest research needs

locate entirely in the North while firms with the largest research needs locate entirely

in the South. Firms with medium research needs locate in both countries:

Result 1. Low values of total research, R ≤ ζ[π−π]
(wN−wS) , induce the Northern firm to

locate all research in the North (Case 1). Large values of total research, specifically

R ≥ [π−π]
ζ(wN−wS) , induce the Northern firm to locate research only in the South (Case 3).

The Northern firm locates in both countries (Case 2) for medium values of research,

ζ[π−π]
(wN−wS) < R < [π−π]

ζ(wN−wS) .

Proof. See Appendix B.2.

Result 1 relates the extra cost of research in locating in the North over the South

to the penalty of imitation. The IPR-protection parameter, ζ, weighs the penalty

of imitation. That is, the cost of researching in only the North does not need to

exceed the full penalty of imitation for the Northern firm to start splitting research
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between nations. Likewise, the cost penalty of researching in only the North must be

significantly greater than the penalty of imitation in order for the Northern firm to

find locating in only the South profitable. For a strong IPR-environment in the South,

a Northern firm locating all research in the South must have a very large cost penalty

of researching in only the North. Otherwise, the Northern firm can achieve a higher

expected profit by keeping some research in the North to prevent imitation.

When looking across different industries, firms in high-tech industries will have

large values of R while the opposite is true for firms in low-tech industries. There

is empirical evidence that firms from high-tech industries are more likely to offshore

R&D than low-tech industries (Demirbag and Glaister, 2010; Hedge and Hicks, 2007).

While it is not common for multinational firms to locate all research in the South,

the practice does take place. In the United States Patent and Trademark Office’s

database, there are 2,521 patents between 1972 and 2006 that use only researchers

from developing countries (Hall, Jaffe, Trajtenberg, 2001). Alacer and Zhao (2011)

find that the leading firms in the high-tech industries tend to be the largest and have

R&D labs spread throughout multiple locations and countries.

4.2. IPR-Protection’s Effect on R&D

There are two main drivers, after total needed research, of the Northern firm’s actions

for a given market structure: wage rates and IPR-protection. The use of labor in both

the production and research stages complicate the interpretation of wage effects on the

system. Although the wage in each country factors into both the production decisions

and the R&D decisions, IPR-protection only affects research choices. IPR-protection

has a dual effect on the optimal research levels. From equation (8), a strengthen-

ing of Southern IPR-protection (a decrease in ζ) can affect RN both negatively and

positively. That is, a strengthening of IPR-protection increases the probability of ob-

taining monopoly profit. The increase in expected profit caused by a changing IPR

regime prompts the Northern firm to reallocate some resources into the less expensive

South; however, a high monopoly profit may incentive the firm to increase the proba-

bility of gaining that profit by shifting even more resources into the North. The change

in RN depends on whether the expected profit is increased more by lowering the fixed
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costs or by increasing the chance to gain the monopoly profit. Again, the amount of

total research needed plays a role in determining how the Northern firm reacts to IPR

changes:

Result 2. Weakening Southern IPR-protection has an ambiguous effect on RN and

RS. Specifically, a weakening of Southern IPR-protection, or increasing ζ, decreases

RN iff
(

1+ζ
2

)2
[π−π]

ζ(wN−wS) < R < [π−π]
ζ(wN−wS) . Otherwise, ∂RN

∂ζ ≥ 0 and ∂RS

∂ζ ≤ 0.

Proof. See Appendix B.3.

When the Northern firm locates entirely in the North, IPR-protection has no influ-

ence on the Northern firm’s research location decision. The probability of imitation

in these situations does not relate to IPR-protection. If the Northern firm locates re-

search and production in only the North, the Southern firm never has a chance to copy

information and produce its own product in this model. So, the level of IPR-protection

in the South should have no effect on the Northern firm’s decisions. Likewise, locating

all research in the South is certain to result in imitation.

In Case 2, on the other hand, a weakening of IPR-protection in the South could

cause the Northern firm to either increase Northern research, as one would expect, or

decrease Northern research in order to increase expected operating profits even more

so. When a relatively small amount of research is needed, the Northern firm reacts

to an increase in ζ by increasing Northern research and decreasing Southern research.

The low levels of required research indicate a low fixed cost of entry. The decrease

in the expected operating profit caused by the worsening of the IPR environment

would then cause the Northern firm to shift more resources into the North as the

marginal change in the expected operating profit outweighs the marginal change in

fixed costs. Figure 2 shows the result of a weakening of IPR-protection resulting in

a decrease in Southern labor. After the weakening of IPR-protection, the firm moves

from point A to point B. For higher values of total research, the fixed cost of entry will

be high. A weakening of IPR-protection yields a decrease in expected revenue, which

the Northern firm then recoups by decreasing the already high fixed costs of entry.

So, the firm then responds to the weakening of IPR-protection by, counterintuitively,

increasing Southern researchers. Figure 3 shows this case. The interval in which the
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firm exists in Case 2 shrinks as IPR-protection weakens, meaning that low-tech firms

who had research in the South might be moved entirely into the North by a weakening

of IPR-protection.

[INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE]

[INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE]

The probability of imitation will increase when ζ increases iff
(

2
1+ζ

)2
ζ[π−π]

(wN−wS) < R.

This minimum value is also the point at which the Southern research share starts to

overtake the Northern research share as seen in Figure 1. Since this point is less than(
1+ζ

2

)2
[π−π]

ζ(wN−wS) , there will be a region in which the Northern firm increases Northern

research in the face of a weakening of IPR-protection, but the probability of imitation

increases still due to the change in ζ.

Result 2 suggests that tighter IPR-protection could either increase or decrease inno-

vation. There is no consensus in theoretical literature on the effect of IPR-protection on

innovation (Dinopoulos and Segerstrom, 2010; Helpman, 1993). Empirical literature

has shown that strong IPR-protection fosters R&D outsourcing (Moncada-Paterno-

Castello et al., 2011; Demirbag and Glaister, 2010; Ito and Wakasugi, 2007). This

effect may be driven by high-tech industries. Firms in high-tech industries have been

shown to increase offshoring more than their low-tech counterparts when faced with

a strengthening of IPR-protection in a host country (Canals and Sener, 2014). As de-

veloping countries engage in more global interactions, Southern policy makers may be

pressured by the North to strengthen IPR-protection.

4.3. Market Structure and Wage’s Effect on R&D

The structure of the competitive market dictates a number of decisions the North-

ern firm faces. The model is built around the difference between monopoly profits and
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duopoly profits, or the penalty of imitation. The value of this difference depends on the

wage differential, market parameters, and type of competition. This subsection exam-

ines the case when the penalty of imitation increases holding all else equal. Result 3 can

be seen as a comparison between two different market structures, such as a Bertrand

market structure and a Cournot market structure. While Bertrand market structures

with undifferentiated goods yield a duopoly profit of zero for the Northern firm when

assuming the Southern firm has the cost advantage in production, Cournot competi-

tion with undifferentiated goods yields a positive duopoly profit for the Northern firm.

Monopoly profit is the same regardless of market structure. Therefore, a Northern firm

has a higher penalty of imitation in the Bertrand market than in the Cournot market.

Result 3 also outlines the case of an increase in market size.20

Result 3. An increase in the difference between monopoly profit and duopoly profit

weakly increases RN and weakly decreases RS. In general, an increase in the penalty

of imitation deters investment in Southern research.

Proof. See Appendix B.4.

Result 3 implies that competitive structures that have higher duopoly profits cause

the Northern firm to locate more research in the South. Given that the penalty of

imitation is small, the Northern firm takes advantage of the cost difference between

Southern research and Northern research. On the other hand, a large penalty of imita-

tion causes the firm to locate in the North to obtain a monopoly profit and capture the

entire market. Likewise, when the Northern firm prefers to locate in both countries, an

increase in the penalty of imitation induces the Northern firm to locate more research

in the North. This change then decreases the probability of imitation and increases

the probability of the Northern firm being a monopoly in the production stage.

[INSERT FIGURE 4 HERE]

Figure 4 shows the effect of an increase in the penalty of imitation on the optimal

20This assertion can be seen from the analysis in Appendix C.4.
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RN and RS . Notice that a substantial increase in the penalty of imitation results in the

Northern firm not locating in the South at all. The interval that represents condition

(12) shifts right with an increase in the penalty of imitation and shifts left with a

decrease. So, harsh competition discourages investment in Southern research. The

difference between the monopoly and duopoly profit levels depends on the nature of

competition in the duopoly phase. Monopoly profit remains constant across all duopoly

structures. A duopoly profit of zero results in the Northern firm locating all research

in the North. Locating in the South in this situation results in no operating profit

whatsoever to help pay the fixed cost of entry. Few empirical works have examined the

connection between market structure, the penalty of imitation, and R&D outsourcing.

Arvanitis and Hollenstein (2011), using a data set of Swiss firms offshoring R&D to

both developed and developing countries, use the number of firms worldwide as a

measure of the market structure. The authors fail to find evidence of a connection

using this measure of market structure. More empirical work is needed to determine

the penalty of imitation’s effect on R&D outsourcing the South.

Holding the monopoly profit and duopoly profit equal, a large wage gap induces the

Northern firm to invest heavily in Southern research, which is expected. Relatively

cheap labor in the South drives Southern research investment. An increase in the

wage gap causes both the left hand side and right hand side of condition (12) to

decrease. An increase in the wage gap then may push a firm from locating entirely

in the North to locating in both countries. Relatively cheap labor in the South helps

drive Southern research investment.

Result 4. Holding all else equal, a large wage gap will weakly increase RN .

Proof. See Appendix B.5.

In support of Result 4, previous authors have found low wages in host countries

as strong drivers of outsourcing of innovation (Lewin, Massini, and Peters, 2009;

Moncada-Paterno-Castello et al., 2011; Demirbag and Glaister, 2010). However, the

wage rate for Southern researchers is also related to the wage of the workers used to

produce the good. So, an exogenous rise in the wages of Southern researchers may

also lower the competitiveness of the Southern firm’s production. A large wage gap is
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not sufficient for Southern research to take place. The monopoly and duopoly profits

possibly change with the wage rates. So, the effect of a wage change is unclear with-

out defining a market structure first. Overall, the effect of a wage change on research

allocation is ambiguous in this model.

5. Conclusion

This model’s main purpose is to explain the lack of Southern innovative research

in the face of a low Southern wage and capable researchers. Innovative research in

the developing world is discouraged by the harsh penalties of product imitation. If

imitation leads to the Northern firm being driven out of the market completely by

firms who did not have to invest in costly research to invent a new product, then

the Northern firm only locates research in the North. My model predicts that a firm

with medium research needs can benefit from splitting research tasks, when possible,

between both nations. This prediction matches the growing trend in the real world

of conducting research in both low income and high-income nations. The model also

predicts that low-tech firms are less likely to outsource innovation while high-tech

firms outsource all innovation to the developing world.

In explaining the lack of innovative R&D done in the South, IPR-protection plays a

distinct but somewhat ambiguous role. Again, IPR-protection does not factor into the

Northern firm’s choices when it locates all research within one country. In the case that

the Northern firm locates in both countries, IPR-protection has an ambiguous role.

While strengthening IPR-protection in the South could result in the Northern firm

moving research to the South, the increased probability of gaining a monopoly profit

could cause the Northern firm to locate even more research in the North to further

increase this probability. In this case, the Northern firm willingly pays a higher cost of

entry in order to increase expected operating profit. My model also explains the lack

of Southern research as a result of wage differences. A high enough Northern wage

relative to the Southern wage causes the Northern firm to locate a majority, if not

all, research in the South; however, harsh enough Southern competition prevents the

Northern firm from locating in the South, regardless of the size of the wage gap.
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The growing value of having research tasks in both countries should be kept in

mind when policy makers begin thinking about intellectual property rights reform.

This paper provides the framework for a number of future research projects address-

ing a variety of issues. While this model deals with a single Northern firm and its

Southern competitor, the results can be applied to multiple firms of different varieties.

Furthermore, the interplay between research labs and production sites in context to

information leakage has not been explored with this model and would be a possible ex-

tension of this paper. That is, given the colocation of a production site and a research

site, the probability of an information leak would be higher than if the two sites were

located in different regions with different IPR laws. While this model only presents

the Northern firm’s research choices, including a look at the Southern firm’s fixed cost

of entry could be a possible addition as well. That is, by performing only a few R&D

tasks in the South, the Northern firm increases the fixed cost of entry of the Southern

firm. After absorbing information from the Southern research sites, the Southern firm

would still need to do additional research in order to create the product. By having

integral research done in strong IPR countries, the Northern firm can severely limit

the damage of an information leak. My analysis treats all research tasks the same;

however, some tasks are more key to the functionality of the overall product than

others. The Northern firm has the ability to lessen the value of some research tasks

by having it rely heavily on other tasks not known to the Southern researchers.

Finally, this model could be empirically tested. Data measuring IPR-protection

strength exists along with some data on research project spending. Similar to Branstet-

ter et al (2007), moments of major IPR-reform within a country can be used empir-

ically in order to see the response to firms. As predicted in this model, the larger

firms should actually be drawn away from locating innovation within a country when

IPR-protection is strengthened. My model also suggests the number of researchers can

be empirically observable proxy to imitation effort. Given the benefits that R&D out-

sourcing to the South could bring, such as employment opportunities and technology

transfer, it is important for policymakers to understand the specifics of multinational

firms’ R&D location decisions. Without more research in this field, developing coun-

tries may enact policy that hinders their own growth and development.
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Figure 1. Optimal Research Ratios

Figure 2. Weakening of IPR-protection yielding a decrease in RS
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Figure 3. Weakening of IPR-protection yielding an increase in RS

Figure 4. An increase in the penalty of imitation
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This Appendix is not Intended for Publication

6. Appendix

Appendix A. Equilibrium

A.1. Equilibrium Profit

With the calculated RN , RS , and probability of imitation, the three possible ex-

pected profit levels are:

E(π)N = π − wNR (A1)

E(π) = (
1

1− ζ
)[π − π]− (

2

1− ζ
)(ζR(wN − wS)[π − π])

1

2 + (
ζ

1− ζ
)R(wN − wS)

+π − wSR (A2)

E(π)S = π − wSR (A3)

Equation (A1) represents the profit level of a Case 1 firm. Equation (A2) is the

profit of a firm in Case 2, and a firm in Case 3 have a profit as shown in equation (A3).

While staying out of the market completely is a viable option, it remains relatively

uninteresting. The northern firm will only choose to not enter the market when the

expected profit is always negative. This possibility depends on the parameters of

the model and market structure. I assume away this case and only focus on the two
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corner cases and the one interior case.

A.2. Proof of RN∗

Taking the derivative of profit function (7) with respect to RN yields:

∂π

∂RN
=

ζR[π − π]

(RN (1− ζ) + ζR)2
− (wN − wS) (A4)

Setting the ∂π
∂RN equal to zero yields the first order condition:

∂π

∂RN
< 0

ζR[π − π]

(wN − wS)
= (RN (1− ζ) + ζR)2

(
ζR[π − π]

(wN − wS)

) 1

2

= RN (1− ζ) + ζR

1

1− ζ

(
ζR[π − π]

(wN − wS)

) 1

2

− ζ

1− ζ
R = RN

∗

RN
∗

represents the quantity of Northern researchers found from setting equation

(A4) equal to zero. Again, RN ∈ {0, R}. So, when RN
∗
< 0, the Northern firm locates

all research in the South. Likewise, when RN
∗
> R, the Northern firm locates all

research in the North.

Appendix B. Proof Of Propositions and Results

B.1. Proof Of Proposition 1

The second derivative of profit function (7) is equal to:
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∂2π

∂RN 2 =
−(1− ζ)ζR[π − π]

(RN (1− ζ) + ζR)3
< 0 (B1)

Since 1 > ζ > 0, [π−π], and RN > 0, it must be the case that ∂2π
∂RN 2 < 0. Therefore,

the profit function (7) is concave.

B.2. Proof Of Result 1

Result 1 presents the assumption values for Cases 1, 2, and 3. In Case 1, the Northern

firm locates entirely in the North. Using equation (8), the Northern firm sets RN = R

when RN
∗ ≥ R:

(
1

1− ζ
)

(
[π − π]ζR

wN − wS

) 1

2

− (
ζ

1− ζ
)R ≥ R

(
1

1− ζ
)

(
[π − π]ζR

wN − wS

) 1

2

≥ R+ (
ζ

1− ζ
)R

(
1

1− ζ
)

(
[π − π]ζR

wN − wS

) 1

2

≥ (
1

1− ζ
)R(

[π − π]ζ

wN − wS

)
≥ R

Thus, in Case 1,
(

[π−π]ζ
wN−wS

)
≥ R must be true. For Case 2, the Northern firm is

at an interior condition. Using equation (8), the Northern firm sets RN = RN
∗

when

0 < RN
∗
< R:
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0 < (
1

1− ζ
)

(
[π − π]ζR

wN − wS

) 1

2

− (
ζ

1− ζ
)R < R

(
ζ

1− ζ
)R < (

1

1− ζ
)

(
[π − π]ζR

wN − wS

) 1

2

< R+ (
ζ

1− ζ
)R

(
ζ

1− ζ
)R < (

1

1− ζ
)

(
[π − π]ζR

wN − wS

) 1

2

< (
1

1− ζ
)R

ζ <

(
[π − π]ζ

(wN − wS)R

) 1

2

< 1

ζ
1

2 <

(
[π − π]

(wN − wS)R

) 1

2

< ζ
−1

2

ζ
1

2

(
[π − π]

(wN − wS)

)−1

2

< (R)
−1

2 < ζ
−1

2

(
[π − π]

(wN − wS)

)−1

2

ζ[π − π]

(wN − wS)
< R <

[π − π]

ζ(wN − wS)

Therefore, the condition needed for an interior solution is, or for a Northern firm in

Case 2:

ζ[π − π]

(wN − wS)
< R <

[π − π]

ζ(wN − wS)
(B2)

Using equation (8), the Northern firm sets RN = 0 when RN
∗ ≤ 0:

0 ≤ (
1

1− ζ
)

(
[π − π]ζR

wN − wS

) 1

2

− (
ζ

1− ζ
)R

(
ζ

1− ζ
)R ≤ (

1

1− ζ
)

(
[π − π]ζR

wN − wS

) 1

2

(ζR)
1

2 ≤
(

[π − π]

wN − wS

) 1

2

R ≤
(

[π − π]

ζ(wN − wS)

) 1

2

Thus, in Case 3, R ≤
(

[π−π]
ζ(wN−wS)

) 1

2

must be true.
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B.3. Proof Of Result 2

The Northern firm in Case 2 is the only type of firm to be affected by IPR changes.

Taking the derivative of equation (8) wrt ζ for a Northern firm in Case 2 yields:

∂RN

∂ζ
=

(
[π − π]

R(wN − wS)

) 1

2
(

1

1− ζ

)(
ζ

1

2

1− ζ
+

1

2ζ
1

2

)
−
(

1

1− ζ

)(
1 +

ζ

1− ζ

)

∂RN

∂ζ
=

(
[π − π]

R(wN − wS)

) 1

2

(
1 + ζ

(1− ζ)2ζ
1

2

)
−
(

1

1− ζ

)
(B3)

For the Northern firm to increase Northern research in the face of weaker IPR-

protection, or ∂RN

∂ζ > 0, the following must be true:

∂RN

∂ζ
> 0(

[π − π]

R(wN − wS)

) 1

2

(
1 + ζ

(1− ζ)2ζ
1

2

)
>

(
1

1− ζ

)
(

[π − π]

R(wN − wS)

) 1

2

>
2

1 + ζ(
[π − π]

ζ(wN − wS)

)(
1 + ζ

2

)2

>R

So, for a firm with a value of total research that is smaller than [π−π]
ζ(wN−wS)

(
1+ζ

2

)2
,

weakening of IPR-protection results in more northern research. Since ζ is less than

one, it is not difficult to see that:

ζ[π − π]

(wN − wS)
<

[π − π]

ζ(wN − wS)

(
1 + ζ

2

)2

<
[π − π]

ζ(wN − wS)

Therefore, when the Northern firm locates in both countries, its reaction to IPR re-

form will be ambiguous. Low-tech firms in Case 2 will increase the amount of Northern

research when IPR-protection weakens, while the high-tech firms will react by lowering

the amount of Northern researchers.
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B.4. Proof Of Result 3

Taking the derivative of equation (8) wrt [π − π] for a Northern firm in Case 2

yields:

∂RN

∂[π − π]
=

(
1

2

)(
1

1− ζ

)(
Rζ

[π − π](wN − wS)

) 1

2

> 0 (B4)

So, the amount of Northern researchers employed by the Northern firm in Case

1 and 3, the Northern firm’s choice in Northern researchers does not change as the

penalty of imitation changes.

B.5. Proof Of Result 4

Taking the derivative of equation (8) wrt (wN −wS) for a Northern firm in Case 2

yields:

∂RN

∂(wN − wS)
=

(
−1

2

)(
1

1− ζ

)(
R[π − π]ζ

(wN − wS)2

) 1

2

< 0 (B5)

In Case 1 and 3, the Northern firm’s choice in Northern researchers does not change

as the difference in wages changes while holding the penalty of imitation constant.

Appendix C. Additions to the Model

C.1. Including θ as an IPR-Protection parameter

Let 0 < θ < 1. This yields a new expected profit function:
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E(π) =
RN + ζRS(1− θ)

RN + ζRS
π − ζθRS

RN + ζRS
π − wN (RN )− wS(RS)

=

(
RN + ζRS(1− θ)

RN + ζRS

)
[π − π] + π − wN (RN )− wS(R−RN ) (C1)

Maximizing equation (B1) by choosing RN yields:

RN = (
1

1− ζ
)

(
θ[π − π]ζR

wN − wS

) 1

2

− (
ζ

1− ζ
)R (C2)

While θ does decrease the value RN at any given R, the inclusion of the IPR-

protection parameter does not affect the directional response of RN to any other

given parameter; however, with 0 < θ < 1, the magnitude of any comparative statics

will change. Since θ enters equation (C2) in only one place, the parameter can be

absorbed into the penalty of imitation variable. So, the inclusion of the variable will

be akin to lowering the penalty of imitation. Results 3 and 4 remain unchanged then.

This can be seen by reworking Appendix B using equation (C2). Result 1 slightly

changes; however, the general result does not change. That is, Northern firms with

small research needs still locate research in the North while Northern firms with large

research needs locate all research in the North. Firms with medium research needs

locate in both countries. Result 1 can then be rewritten:

Result 1: Low values of total research, R ≤ ζθ[π−π]
(wN−wS) , induce the Northern firm to

locate all research in the North (Case 1). Large values of total research, specifically

R ≥ θ[π−π]
ζ(wN−wS) , induce the Northern firm to locate research only in the South (Case 3).

The Northern firm locates in both countries (Case 2) for medium values of research,

ζθ[π−π]
(wN−wS) < R < θ[π−π]

ζ(wN−wS) .

Result 2 also changes in specific values; however, the general result does not change.
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Reworking Appendix B.3 yields:

Result 2: Weakening Southern IPR-protection has an ambiguous effect on

RN and RS. Specifically, a weakening of Southern IPR-protection, or increasing ζ,

decreases RN iff
(

1+ζ
2

)2
θ[π−π]

ζ(wN−wS) < R < θ[π−π]
ζ(wN−wS) . Otherwise, ∂R

N

∂ζ ≥ 0 and ∂RS

∂ζ ≤ 0.

C.2. Including a probability of failure to create the new product

First, I assume that the innovation may not succeed even after the total amount of

research requirement has been met. That is, the creating of one new unit of knowledge,

or Y = 1, yields a successful innovation at a probability 1 − y0. The new expected

profit function can be determined:

E(π) = y0 [(1− φ)π + φπ]− fe (C3)

where y0 is less than 1. Expected profit function (7) can then be rewritten as:

E(π) = y0
RN

RN + ζRS
π − y0

ζRS

RN + ζRS
π − wN (RN )− wS(RS)

= y0

(
RN + ζ

RN + ζRS

)
[π − π] + y0π − wN (RN )− wS(R−RN ) (C4)

Maximizing equation (B1) by choosing RN yields:

RN = (
1

1− ζ
)

(
y0[π − π]ζR

wN − wS

) 1

2

− (
ζ

1− ζ
)R (C5)

Again, y0 does decrease the value RN at any given R, but the overall results are

not affected greatly. In fact, the inclusion of y0 changes the model in the exact way
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that inclusion of θ in the previous subsection. Since y0 enters equation (C5) in only

one place, the parameter can be absorbed into the penalty of imitation variable. So,

the inclusion of the variable will be akin to lowering the penalty of imitation. Results

3 and 4 remain unchanged then. Result 1 changes:

Result 1: Low values of total research, R ≤ ζy0[π−π]
(wN−wS) , induce the Northern firm to

locate all research in the North (Case 1). Large values of total research, specifically

R ≥ y0[π−π]
ζ(wN−wS) , induce the Northern firm to locate research only in the South (Case 3).

The Northern firm locates in both countries (Case 2) for medium values of research,

ζy0[π−π]
(wN−wS) < R < y0[π−π]

ζ(wN−wS) .

Result 2 also changes in specific values; however, the general result does not change.

Result 2: Weakening Southern IPR-protection has an ambiguous effect on

RN and RS. Specifically, a weakening of Southern IPR-protection, or increasing ζ,

decreases RN iff
(

1+ζ
2

)2
y0[π−π]

ζ(wN−wS) < R < y0[π−π]
ζ(wN−wS) . Otherwise, ∂R

N

∂ζ ≥ 0 and ∂RS

∂ζ ≤ 0.

C.3. Including productivity differences as an IPR-Protection parameter

Suppose that Northern researchers are more effective than Southern researchers. So,

R = RN + dRS , where 1 > d > 0. The profit function (7) can then be written as:

E(π) =
RN

RN + ζRS
π − ζRS

RN + ζRS
π − wNRN − wSRS

=

(
RN

RN (1− ζ
d) + ζ

dR

)
[π − π] + π − wNRN − wS

d
∗ (R−RN ) (C6)

Taking the new FOC yields:
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RN
∗

=

(
1

1− ζ
d

)(
[π − π] ζdR

wN − wS

d

) 1

2

−

(
ζ
d

1− ζ
d

)
R (C7)

The inclusion of the d scales both the IPR-protection parameter ζ and the

Southern wage. This does not affect the directional response of RN to any other given

parameter. Reworking Appendix B using equation (C7) shows that Results 3 and 4

are unchanged by allowing the productivities of Northern and Southern workers to

differ. Result 1 slightly changes; however, the general result does not change. Result

1 can then be rewritten:

Result 1: Low values of total research, R ≤
ζ

d
[π−π]

(wN−wS

d
)
, induce the Northern firm to

locate all research in the North (Case 1). Large values of total research, specifically

R ≥ [π−π]
ζ

d
(wN−wS

d
)
, induce the Northern firm to locate research only in the South (Case

3). The Northern firm locates in both countries (Case 2) for medium values of

research,
ζ

d
[π−π]

(wN−wS

d
)
< R < [π−π]

ζ

d
(wN−wS

d
)
.

Result 2 also changes in specific values; however, the general result does not change.

Reworking Appendix B.3 yields:

Result 2: Weakening Southern IPR-protection has an ambiguous effect on RN and

RS. Specifically, a weakening of Southern IPR-protection, or increasing ζ, decreases

RN iff
(

1+ ζ

d

2

)2
d[π−π]

ζ(wN−wS

d
)
< R < [π−π]

ζ

d
(wN−wS

d
)
. Otherwise, ∂RN

∂ζ ≥ 0 and ∂RS

∂ζ ≤ 0.

C.4. Exploring in Market Structure Effects

The penalty of imitation depends heavily on the market structure of the final goods

market. When there is no information leak, the Northern firm is the only firm on the

market and acts as a monopoly. When an outside Southern firm is able to imitate, the
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Northern firm must compete with this firm.21 The operating profit for the Northern

firm with the presence of the Southern firm will depend on how the two firms compete

for customers in their industry. Consider the possibility of only the Northern firm and

the Southern firm (producing q1 and q2, respectively) selling their good to a continuum

of homogeneous consumers. Consumers purchase goods from this monopolistic sector

and an outside good, q0, from a competitive sector. Consumers choose q1 and q2 to

maximize the utility function:

U(q0, q1, q2) = q0 +A(q1 + q2)− 1

2
(β1q

2
1 + 2γq1q2 + β2q

2
2) (C8)

Let A and βi be positive for i=1,2. Also, assume β1β2 > γ2 and βi > γ for ∀i. A

is a market size parameter. The parameter γ measures the degree of substitutability

between the two products. I assume that the two products are perfect substitutes.22

Assume that the Southern firm exclusively uses Southern labor in production while

the Northern firm uses only Northern labor. Also, it takes on workers to produce one

unit of the final good. Assume that A > wN and A > 2wN − wS . In other words, the

market must be sufficiently large in order for the firm to be able to find it profitable

to produce. When the Southern firm does not enter the market, the Northern firm

gathers a monopoly profit of:

π =
(A− wN )2

4β1
(C9)

As seen in equation (C6), the monopoly profit increases with market size, or an

increase in A. The more consumers buying the product, the higher profits the Northern

firm will make. β1 relates the price and quantity of a good for consumers. An increase

21The Southern firm, like the Northern firm, has no fixed cost of production. Furthermore, the fixed cost of
entry to the Southern firm would be related to the cost of stealing information from the Northern firm. The
other aspect of the Southern firm’s fixed cost of entry is the additional research needed to create the product.
It is possible that even after an information leak, the additional fixed cost of entry is too high for the Southern

firm to enter the market.
22I also explored markets with slightly differentiated products. The degree of substitutability changes the
magnitude of the wage comparative statics. Additional assumptions of parameter values are needed to obtain

any meaningful results. For example, the inclusion of differentiated products makes duopoly profit more sensitive

to wage changes than monopoly profit given small wage differential. Realistically, the Northern firm will have a
higher quality product than the Southern firm. The Southern firm may also choose some level of differentiation

when entering the market.
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in β1 decreases the consumers quantity demanded for a given price. The price set by

the monopolist is unaffected by β1; however, the quantity sold is inversely related to

the parameter. Note that the monopoly profit will not change regardless of the market

structure, with the exception of β1 which will change when the products produced by

both firms are undifferentiated.

C.4.1. Bertrand with Undifferentiated Products

In Bertrand competition, firms compete in price space. In order to have undifferen-

tiated products, let γ = β1 = β2 = β. With undifferentiated products, the firm that

sets the lowest price gains the entire market. So, demand for the Northern firm can

be re-specified as:

q1(p1, p2) =



Q(p1)
2 if p1 = p2

Q(p1) if p1 < p2

0 if p1 > p2

Given wN > wS , the Southern firm will be able to set a price at (wN − ε), where

ε > 0 is a small number, and thereby price the Northern firm out of the market. The

Northern firm would earn negative a profit if it produced at this price and zero profit

if it does not produce. Therefore, π = 0.23

C.4.2. Cournot with Undifferentiated Products

Again, let γ = β1 = β2 = β. Unlike the monopoly profit, π will depend on the

Southern firm’s marginal cost, or wS . Using this inverse demand, the Northern firm’s

profit under this competitive framework are:

π =
(A− 2wN + wS)2

9β
(C10)

23If the Northern firm was able to produce in the South, both firms would have the same marginal cost and

would thus be unable to drive either out of the market. The Southern firm set price equal to marginal cost,
wS , to prevent the other firm from undercutting their price and gaining the entire market. So, the firms split

the market but make no profit on every unit sold, and π = 0.
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As with the monopoly profits, the profit for the Northern firm under competition is

positively related to market size. Northern duopoly profits are also related to positively

related to wS . Furthermore, π decreases as β increases in a similar manner as monopoly

profits. An increase in the Northern firm’s marginal cost, wN , expectedly decreases π;

however, the decrease in monopoly profits for the same increase in wN will be larger.

Also, note that the monopoly profits are higher than the profits under competition,

which is expected.

C.4.3. Market Size Effect on R&D

Market size only factors into the Northern firm’s decision through monopoly and

duopoly profits. So, the change in the difference of these two profit levels due to a

change in market size dictates the change in the Northern firm’s research decision.

Proposition 2. An increase in the market size increases the difference between the

monopoly and duopoly profits.

Proof. Differentiating equation (C6) wrt A:

∂π

∂A
=

2(A− wN )

4β
> 0 (C11)

A larger market size increases monopoly profit. In the Bertrand case, π = 0. So,

Proposition 2 holds. In the Cournot case, ∂π
∂A > 0:

∂π

∂A
=

2(A− 2wN ) + wS

9β
> 0 (C12)

Note that monopoly profit increases faster than duopoly profit, or ∂π
∂A > ∂π

∂A .
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∂π

∂A
>
∂π

∂A
(C13)

2(A− wN )

4β
>

2(A− 2wN + wS)

9β
(C14)

9A− 9wN > 4A− 8wN + 4wS (C15)

5A > wN + 4wS (C16)

Since A > wN by assumption, it is also the case that 5A > 5wN . Also, wN > wS .

5A > 5wN > wN + 4wS (C17)

So, Proposition 2 holds in the Cournot case as well.

Using Proposition 2, an increase in the market size facilitates the Northern firm

locating more, if not all, research in the North. A larger market means more cus-

tomers. The monopoly can gain all of these customers while the duopoly must split

the new consumers with the Southern firm. So, both profit levels increase; however,

the monopoly profit increases more than the duopoly profit. The effect of an increase

in market size on research levels is then the same Result 3.
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